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E D I T O R I A L  I N T R O  D U C I N O M O ^  This page is sponsored by Tony, Sue, 
« Mike, Paul & Nicci Sander. 

In order to summarize Habonim Dror and its commitment to the I 
Perth Jewish community, we need to closely look at the valuable | 
people who place their time and effort into the running of the 
movement, and even more importantly, why we are here, and 
why we do it. Allow me to speak on behalf of my fellow 
madrichim body to answer this question. 

We are all leaders of the community, and for many it is hard to be 
able to clearly explain this, because it is something that as a group, 
Habonim has been doing for decades, since the time our parents | 
were chanichim. The interaction with the community has become paramount in exhibiting, what 
Habonim Dror is, what we do and simply celebrating Jewish identity. This combined with 
activities from other corresponding youth movements such as Bnei Akiva and AUJS, have shown 
the dynamic potential that this movement and its leaders hold. 

Habonim is something far greater than weekly meetings and camps twice a year. Habonim Dror 
has created an environment for me over the last 10 years where I have been able to gain 
knowledge, practical hadracha (leadership) a passion for Israel and being Jewish. Now that others 
and I are leaders in the movement, we couldn't move on in life without giving other chanichim 
the same experiences we have had. Habo madrichim have had such a positive impact and are role 
models to everyone in the Perth Jewish community and beyond, and we love to provide children 
with an innate connection to their Judaism and with Israel that they will carry on for the rest of 
their lives. 

~ ig (Rosh /ton, Rosh Machane 
jj (Winter Qunp), Chotrim Leader) 
'] \.KA:PK 
| Mar Sign: Libra 

(Mazkir (Secretary), Ofek Leader) 
A.K.A: Pauly, Pinni 
Star Sign: Pegasus (and Aries) 
Future Profession: Discoverer of the cure 

• Future Profession: Architect for the new 
Habo house, coming to a dty near you! 
Quote: "If it is to be it is up to me" for cooties 

Quote: "You need a Madrich? I can get you a 
>•/ (Head of Illegal 

Immigration, Mizgeret Aliya, Or Leader) 
A.K.A: Leon the neon 
Star Sign: Aquarius ' 
Future Profession: Humanitarian and 
worker in Sierra Leone, while writing as 

the editor for my own newspaper "The Real Truth" 
Quote: "Lean beef has twice as much Iron as Chicken" 

Madrich. By 3 O'clock today, I'll get you a Madrich!" -
John Goodman, The Big Labowski 

(Rosh Chinuch 
^ jp (Educational Director), Amelim and Gal Leader) 

%_ A.K.A: Mirrabooka Boy, The Nomad 
' Star Sign; Taurus/Gemini 
Future Profession: Superhero 
Quote: "a madrich craves not these things" fffade (Yuval Leader (Hadracha) S~..-^U an^ Fedwal Gizbar (Treasurer)) 

*" Hi A.K.A: Mr Fix it 
(Metayem (Co-ordinator), 

S* Chotrim and Yuval Leader) 
k ' A.K.A: Dr Geeves, The Happy Butler. 

r Star Sign: Aries 
Future Profession: Bridge Builder 
Extraordinaire 
Quote: "Build a bridge and get over it!!!" Star Sign: Libra 

Future Profession: What's a profession? 
Quote: Weapons of mass destruction may be a health 
hazard, do not leave out in the sun. This way up." 

(Year 11 Leader) 
A.KA: Jen 

I Star Sign: Cancer 
j * uture Profession: UN Diplomat 
1 Quote: "If you book them, they will come" jpllllljl (Shorashim 

A.K.A: Cheese man 
and Or Leader) 

!H ^ Star Sign: Gemini 
Future Profession: Desert Agriculturalist 

j Quote: "no guts no glory" and "respect" 

cSfo/(Gizbar (Treasurer), 
Shorashim and Gal Leader) 
A.K.A: Turtle Star Sign: Gemini 
Future Profession: Living in an igloo, 
in Antarctica 

Quote: "If you always do, what you always did, you 
will always get, what you always got." 

m P|jL  ̂ 'Vad Tarbut, Amelim 
Leader) 
A.K.A: Dave 
Star Sign: Cancer 
Future Profession: Engineer, Psychologist 

We all love Habo, the joyful sounds of the children in programs, the smiles of happiness 
displayed, the voices of singing Hatikvah and the goodness that we feel within our hearts. This 
is why we are part of Habonim Dror. 

I would like to bring to your attention the advertisements in the pages of this yearbook, and 
would like to give special thanks to all the businesses that have supported us the way they have, 
and may I make a very special thanks to David and Nicky Kegen from Minuteman Press for all 
their service and help. 

Without further ado, let me introduce to you the leaders of Habonim Dror, who provide the 
invaluable service to the Perth Jewish community, as they continue being a vibrant part of the 
community. We have loved every minute of it. 

and Anthropologist 
Quote: "When all is said, and all is done, more is 
often said than done" H 

(Ai 

A.KA: Maddi the N^addi 
melim Leader) 

Star sign: Cancer 
Future Profession: Amazing Cute 
cartoonist 
Quote: Eluis stole my socks!! 

(Chotrim and Shorashim 
Leader) 

(Rosh Moadon, Shorashim 
and Ofek Leader) 
A.K.A: Kazzles 

j Ipl Star Sign: Aries 
| Future Profession: Interpreter for award 

winning band Hi 5 
Quote: "Fairies trip you up to give you a new 
perspective on the world." 

A.KA: The Rocket 
Star Sign: Pisces 
Future Profession: A cat 
Quote: "Habo Now, fighting later." 

i 
Aleh V'hagshem 

PS 
ra 

Stob&ie (Rosh Tarbut, Rosh f/Utf (Chotrim and 

TMAI/ 
Shorashim Lmder) Politika, Maccabean and Amelim Leader) 
A.KA: Mel A.KA: Shmoo 
Star sign: Aries 
Future Profession: Anthropologist, 
Scientologist, Muso 

Quote: "Shoot for the moon, even if you miss, you'll 
land among the stars" 

Star Sign: Capricorn 
Future Profession: The Magical Man from Rosh Iton 
Happy Land 
Quote: Dairy in Hebrew is Yoman!!!! 
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P E R T N  H A Z K I R J E P M I  for indeed doing just that - you keep us inspired! We do all that we do for you (similar to Brian Adams, 
but without the medieval connotations), and as a Madrich, and as your Mazkir, I thank you. 

Well, it's a Sunday morning as I'm writing this, which means that in a few hours the Habo community 
will start to fire up. The Madrichim will arrive at the rainbow rooms bright-eyed and biishy-tailed, 
ready for ruach, chanichim, and some classic Perth Habo 'troppo-ness'. From Tuesday night, the 
programme has been planned, the chinuch (education) has been prepared and read-up on, the 
chanichim have been called, the tziud (equipment) has been collected and made, and the energy has 
been channelled! At about 3:30 all that's left to do is put up the Habo banner (and usually have a mad 
search for the Habo keys, which always "get themselves" lost at fantastically appropriate times), and 
then off we go! 

I know that this sounds like we are preparing for a battle, but in a way...we are. We don't just prepare 
for this battle in a weekly sense either. We are given basic training in year 10 when we are taught all the 
preliminary skills in Hadracha (leadership training). In year 11, we lead the junior movement side-by-
side with the senior Madrichim, and eventually, after years of participation in the movement, we get to 
go to Israel for a year, at which point our training really commences. We are drilled with intense 
Hadracha, taught about more aspects of Jewish history than we thought existed, taken on hikes through 
every square inch of our homeland, thrown into the deep end of Hebrew fluency and expected to swim 
(even though some of us have trouble simply floating!), and finally, we are pushed out of a plane over 
an area of land called 'Hagshama' (our fourth platform), with the largest, reddest Habo flag that can be 
found, above us as a parachute. You see, this final part of the training actually is happening throughout 
our entire time in the movement, but it is only on Israel on our Shnat Hachshara (Year of Training) 
programme that most of us realise it. Hagshama, in English, literally translates to 'realisation'. Not so 
much in the epiphany sense, but rather a sense of goal actualisation. We start actively integrating in our 
minds not only what the movement means to us and where it fits into society, but what we mean to it, 
and what we can do for society, using Habonim Dror as our toolbox. 

So finally, we return from this year as fully trained individuals, almost over-equipped to deal with the 
battle, the battle for which each and every one of us has been preparing for years. This isn't a simple 
battle either. We don't have dear friends and foes, nor do our enemies appear as easy-to-attack tangible 
objects, but rather, they appear in the forms of assimilation, conformity, social injustice, apathy, drugs, 
stereotypes (unfortunately), ignorance, anti-Semitism and intolerance towards and within the Jewish 
community. Habonim Dror believes in the values of Socialism, Judaism and Zionism, and it is 
incumbent on each and every one of us to grab each of these ideals and make them real, in the best way 
that all of us as a unified body of like-minded, but peer-challenged, individuals see fit. We fight our 
battle through Hagshama - we 'actualise' our goals. "Call us not thy children, call us thy builders!" For 
we are not the youth of the community who will eventually become the elderly of the community. Oh 
no, my friends, we are so much more than that...we are 'Habonim', the Builders! We are the builders of 
the future! For it is with us that Zionist Socialist continuity in the Diaspora Jewry lies. We will continue 
to fight in Perth. Fight against assimilation, fight against stereotypes, fight against apathy, fight against 
social injustice, fight for Zionism, fight for Socialism, fight for Judaism, and above all, fight on behalf of 
your children. This may paint a scene out of a corny action movie I know. But if s not. It is real, and is 
being actualised every week in front of you. However, there is one thing that we do have in common 
with the movies. We are going to win this fight. How do I know? Because we're the good guys...and the 
good guys always win! 

Call us not thy children, call us your builders! 

Aleh Ve'Hagshem - go up and realise! 

So finally the time has come to put together the Habonim Dror Iton for F 
2002.1 could fill up four pages just with thankyous, and even then I 
wouldn't have done justice to the recipients of those being thanked. I 
could fill up five itonim with the activities that Habonim Dror in Perth : 
have done in this one wondrous year, but then the editor might get a , 

1 

4 little annoyed! So what do I need to tell you about our movement? 
What can a Mazkir tell you that no one else would know? I'll tell you 
about Habonim Dror from the point of view of its Secretary (Mazkir) 
or, seeing as how I'm actually the Mazkir specifically of this State (of 
WA), maybe we'll refer to my position as... Secretary of State - it's got 
a nice ring to it, hasn't it! •H 
What do I love about being the Mazkir of a paramount Jewish youth movement? Hehe, where should 
I start? I should start by telling you the role of the Mazkir. The position does not hold any extra power, 
stature, or (unfortunately) financial gain, but rather it holds a lot more responsibility. This is something 
that I see as a privilege. I am privileged to be the Mazkir because I get to ensure that everyone is happy, 
that our affiliates continue to stay our affiliates, that our reputation stays honest and positive (as it 
should be) and that a much-needed Zionist education is brought into the shules and schools of our 
community. 

Each Monday night I will sit around Galit Bareket's kitchen table with Dan Sztrajt and Daniel Ajzner. 
Together we form the Mazkirut (Habo's executive body). We sort out the issues, plan for the year, decide 
on what we would like to tell the Madrichim of the movement, usually tease Galit for a while and drink 
coffee (or apple juice). In short, we talk 'Habo' for an hour. I would like to thank these three people 
personally, for if I am the Secretary of State, then they are the Israeli Ambassador, Director of 
Information, and Administrative Co-ordinator of Habonim Dror, respectively. Together, we make up a 
body that some scholars have likened to Captain Planet (except slightly less environmental, and with 
even lamer one-liners!), and keep the movement doing exactly what its name suggest...moving! 

Each Tuesday night I meet with some of the most passionate and dedicated youth that I will have the 
honour of working with in my lifetime. These people are the Madrichim (leaders) of your children. With 
relatively little fuss (however, I use the word 'relatively' very lightly) the Madrichim sit through all the 
logistics and announcements for the week, then go about planning the suprastandard programmes that 
enlighten your children every Sunday. I thank each and every one of you, for you are the Madrichim 
of the greatest movement we know, and you make my job far easier than you realise. 

Even Mazkirim of the movement need a support roof body. As it happens, I have the best roof body I 
could ask for. I have a Shlicha and her whole family, to which I often feel I am part of (which of course 
entitles me to anything in their fridge!). Plus, we have the strongest P&F (Parents and Friends) body in 
the Southern Hemisphere. Together, they are the support net at the foot of the circus tent, just in case 
we might fall. Furthermore, just as the circus net isn't expecting to catch a fallen trapeze acrobat, neither 
is our P&F expecting to catch us. Their brilliance comes from the mere fact that they are, and always will 
be, there when we need them. It is this knowledge, and their continued support which is why I wish 
to lavish them with thanks and gratitude. 

Finally, I thank the chanichim of the movement, from the smallest year 3 to the tallest of the year 12s 
(yes Adam and Dave, I know the tallest chanichim - and Madrichim - are actually in year 11!). You are 
the reason we come each week. A lot of the times you don't realise it, but you have the power to make 
click, and the power to inspire your Madrichim, at the same time as they are inspiring you. I thank you 

Secretary of State 
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F E D E B A l  M m i R  B E P O B T  H E I B O U H E  H A 2 K I R  R E P O R T  
It is a great privilege to have a chance to address your iton. For those who 
haven't yet met me, my name is Ariel Jankelson, I live in Sydney and 
this year I've had the pleasure of being Mazkir of Habonim ^ 
Dror Australia. This role has given me the chance to travel I wBk, 
around Australia, visiting the various centres of Habonim 
Dror activity and generally represent the movement in jll •BLJT 

various capacities. It has also afforded me the honour nl 
representing my movement at several events in Israel. 

It has been a truly exciting year to be a part of Habonim Dror. We have grown 
exponentially in every centre, culminating with over 500 chanichim at our Winter 
Camps in Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide and of course Perth, confirming us as the » 
largest movement in Australia. We also became the first movement to run a seminar for Bogrim 
in Israel when 24 of our senior leaders, including a Perth representative, participated in a specially 
designed program for 2 weeks in August this year. Finally our incredibly successful annual 
Bogrim Seminar, held several weeks ago in Melbourne, began the process of preparation for what 
will surely be our biggest and most successful Summer Camps in many years. 

Reflecting on the past year certainly brings a flood of great memories. For the first half of the year 
all I heard from Perth was how amazing things were, how many kids were coming to meetings 
and how inspired everyone was. Well I had to check it out for myself and had the chance to visit 
Perth a couple months ago. My visit was a real highlight of my year as I got to witness first hand 
what is a truly amazing centre of Habonim Dror. I got to visit Camp Farouq and see the boys from 
Melbourne live the Habo life, not just a few hours a week but pretty much 24 hours a day. I met 
lots of people thankful for Habonim Dror's contribution to the community this year. Finally, 
and best of all, I got to lead, a Perth meeting and see lots of smiling faces running around the 
Habo rooms. 

Perth, you have been a real inspiration to the rest of Australian Habonim Dror this year. You've 
proven that with inspiration and energy anything can be achieved. You have taken Habonim 
Dror Perth to places it has never been before, just look at the numbers expected for Federal Camp. 
You have been wonderful ambassadors for Habonim Dror and realised the potential for the 
impact and influence that a youth movement can have. You should all be very proud. 

To Paul, Mazel Tov on a great year for Habonim Dror Perth, you have been an excellent Mazkir 
and leader and a real inspiration to your Bogrim and Habo in general. Congratulations also to the 
whole Bogrim body and to Galit for such a successful year. 

I wish you all the best and B'Hatzlacah for the rest of the year, see you on Fed. 

It is difficult to find the words that would appropriately describe the adventures of Habonim Dror 
in Melbourne this year. Before the year began, we had an amazingly large number of chanichim, 
we had an enthusiastic and ideological troop of returning shnatties and an energetic, to say the 
least, group of graduated hadrachaniks. 

This year we created some amazing beyachad programs to complement the quality programs run 
each week! Purim, Yom Ha Shoah, Yom Ha'atzmaut, Succot were all chaggim where the Hanallah 
rallied together and worked as a big tzevet to make memorable meetings. Who can forget the 
Haunted House on Purim, the exclusive performance by the IDF band, the extensive and moving 
Shoah gallery or Shmeretzs masterpiece succah? It was evident on those meetings that our 
chanichim had walked away from an enriching experience. 

Winter Camp Mamash Machane was an amazing feat. If you want to look at it in terms of 
chanichim numbers, it was incredibly successful with around 180 chanichim attending. However, 
a more appropriate means of calculating the success would be the ruach of the camp and the 
quality of the chanichim. What a luxury when the madrichim do not have to run ruach because 
either the madatzim or the senior chanichim have taken over. Our madatzim were simply 
amazing on camp and really benefited from an intense leading experience, it was a time where 
they moulded as a group and matured individually. 

Beyond Habo House, our high levels of chinuch and hadracha were on offer for the greater 
Jewish community. Our now annual manhigut seminar, where we take a group of Bialik year 10 
students and make them school leaders in a matter of days, was a highlight. Also, Bogrim from 
Habonim Dror Melbourne ran the entire Yom Haatzmaut celebrations for primary students 
in Bialik. 

This year we have shown our ability to organise top quality events that have been open to the 
entire community children, youth, young adults, our parents, grandparents. Lag Baomer, a 
previously untouched chag, attracted around 200 people for a night of Jewish and Israeli culture 
that was enjoyable for all. Trivia Night, demonstrated our ability to put on a fun and 
exciting function that attracted more young adults and parents that many communal 
organizations dream about. 

The future of Habonim Dror in Melbourne looks incredibly promising. Most excitingly, we are on 
the verge of sending a group of 21 shnatties to Israel next year. Do not underestimate this 
achievement. At a time where there are many safer and more appetising options for travel, our 
chanichim are choosing Israel. 

Israel will be stronger with Gal in their midst, and Habonim Dror Melbourne will be stronger 
upon their return. 

Aleh VeHagshem 

Aleh Ve'hagshem, 1̂ ? 

Habonim Dror Australia, Mazkir 
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A D E U I D E  H A Z K I B  B E P O B T  U B H F K  H A Z K I B  B E P O R T  
Hello Perth Habo!!! • 

Well, Adelaide and Perth, surely two dose friends in the story of small Australian Jewish 
communities! Our chanichim will surely get on great together on federal camp! 

There's a certain sense of achievement in seeing Habo so strong and full of vitality in a small 
community - I'm sure it's the same in Perth, but we love Habo here with a passion that can only 
come from feeling the importance of our movement in an isolated, but close and proud 
community! 

It has been a fantastic year for Habo in Adelaide 2002! The junior (Yrs 3-8) movement is 
completetly run by our senior movement (Yrs 9-12). As the only boger, I run the senior meetings. 
Habo is especially realxed, creative and a lot of fun as our capabilites expand and kids in Yr 9 who 
were new to Habo at the start of the year become better and better madrichim, their chinuch and 
love of Habo grows and we help each other to develop our ideas. 

The highlights of our year have included hadracha (leadership) seminar weekends, sleepovers, a 
Yom Ha'atzmaut performance, a wonderful Adelaide winter camp, our assistance in all the 
chaggim celebrations of Adelaide and next week is our performance of Charlie and the Habo 
Factory, where we hope to bring the whole community together. The situation in Israel continues 
to challenge us all, but going to Habo provides an outlet to express our solidarity as well as 
finding out more about what is happening. The Jewish community in Adelaide is less than 1000 
people strong. Yet at our weekly Habo Habo meetings, we manage to bring together almost three 
quarters of all Jewish youth in Adelaide! It is a wonderful achievement to see the children arrive 
at Habo and greet each other smiling, hugging or throwing soccer balls at eachother, regardless 
of which school or shul they attend, all united by Habo, the only Zionist Youth Movement 
in Adelaide. 

I had the wonderful opportunity to attend Habonim Dror World Veida in Israel this year. One of 
the things that struck me over those amazing few days was how unique Habonim Dror Australia 
is. Habo exists in over 20 countries and to begin discussions, we had to describe to the others in 
our group what Habo is like in our country. Perth, you are as far from our Eastern States as most 
of the other countries there were from Israel! After listening to fascinating accounts of Habo in 
Agentina, France, England, US, South Africa and many, many more, it came our turn to describe 
Habo in Australia. Well, we stuttered a bit at first, but then let out a steady stream of words 
describing Habo as we know it, but adding the variations for all the different states. After being 
questioned on the length of time it takes us to drive from ken to ken (Habo centre to centre) in 
Australia we were answered with blank stares from our audience. However, when someone 
asked us "but do you consider yourselves to belong to one Australian movement or just separate 
states in a big country?" they were shocked by the strength of our conviction "yes, yes, we all 
belong to HDOZ - Habonim Dror Australia, most definitely!". Moving from Sydney to run Habo 
in Adelaide this year has been one of the best things I have ever done. It has been so rewarding 
and so fulfilling, mainly because of the connections I have made with the people and families in 
Adelaide and I can see the impact that Habo has on their lives. Habo Australia is a strong and 
vibrant movement, as it is all over the world and I am so glad to be a part of it! Perthies, see you 
on Fed Camp and lots of love! 

Aleh ve'Hagshem 

Dear Readers of the Perth community. 

Greetings to you all from Habonim Dror Sydney! It has been an eventful and prosperous year for 
all of us in Sydney; Habo has had an unbelievable year and has certainly managed to redefine its 
own success. 

It is hard to capsulate the atmosphere that has been embodying our movement this year. We have 
definitely met our challenges, relished in the magical moments and worked through the difficulties. Yet 
overall, a deep sense of fulfillment and pride binds us together and causes a energetically positive buzz 
when we are out in the community with our blue shirts. 

At the start of the year, Habo Sydney passed a 'We say no to drugs and other illegal substances' 
resolution and partook in the annual Mardi Gras under the Habo flag. It was these two ideological 
advancements which set the tone for our year ahead. 

Since then, we have seen an increased involvement in the wider Jewish community. Along with regular 
visits to Emanuel School for Israeli dancing, general canvassing and a six-week course which we ran for 
Year 10 Jewish Studies students, we have also managed to discover a new market at Moriah College and 
have consolidated our hold on Mount Sinai College too. Our weekly meetings have been very strong 
throughout the year and with an average attendance of 75 channichim per week, we have succeeded 
in ensuring the continuity of our movement, with solid and inspired groups, especially within the 
senior movement. Our Third Pesach Seder, attended by 150 guests, family members and channichim 
was yet another memorable evening and it is always reassuring to know that we have the continual 
support of such a loving Habo community. 

Winter camp, Machane Kesem (Magic), was another highlight of our year. We had 147 channichim in 
total, which is the biggest number that Habo Sydney has seen in almost a decade. With our continued 
achievements since Winter camp, we are expecting huge numbers at our Junior camp, Machane Shalom 
Achshav (Peace Now) and at Senior Fed camp. 

Another glamorous event was our Capital Appeal, spearheaded by our Parents and Friends committee 
in conjunction with the Bogrim Body. In attempts of raising enough money to repair our Moadon 
which is in dire need of refurbishment, we raised close to $80 000 and will initiate work on the house 
when we leave for summer camps. 

Looking back over this year, I can honestly say that we have succeeded in all of our efforts and 
initiatives. This year has been about team work and the realization of our collective aims and goals. 
Whilst we live in a crazy world imbedded with corruption and manipulation, Habonim Dror, the 
movement that we all love and value so dearly, continues to create a counter culture, in which our 
members can come together, explore, discuss, think, question and formulate opinions. In Habonim Dror 
Sydney, we feel fulfilled because we know that we have given our all to 2002! 

Thank you to people like yourselves who believe in the value of our movement and for your 
continued support. 

Aleh Ve'Hagshem - Arise and Fulfill 

Mazkir, Habonim Dror Sydney 1 
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P A R E N T S  6  f R I E H D i  R E P O H T  S t i l K N I H  R E P O R T  
As my seventh year of involvement with the Parents and Friends I 
of Perth Habonim Dror comes to an end, I would have to say that I 
this has been by far the most exciting. Beginning back in January wM| 
when we were asked to help the incoming Madrichim to organise WW 
a unit, furniture and household goods for 'the boys', up until the Hfll 
present where we are beginning to feel anxious about the said HH 
boys leaving us, it has been a year packed with meetings, activities HHE 
and endless interaction. 

I have to admit that in the beginning I was nervous about the HKj 
arrival of the two Dans, wondering how they would fit into the IlllBl 
Habo family of Perth. These fears were instantly waylaid after the first meeting when I realised 
they were exactly like our own Maddies - crazy, wild, funny, intelligent, motivated, dedicated and 
very, very hungry!!! It has been a real bonus for us, the parents of madrichim to finally be able to 
repay some of the hospitality that our kids receive whenever they are in Melbourne. 

Dan and Dan soon learnt all the hiding places for biscuits and chocolates in their Perth Habo 
houses, and I have to say that it feels like we have known these boys forever. Such is the nature 
of Habo kids. As their adult support group, it is always awe-inspiring to be privileged to observe 
these young adults tirelessly and selflessly give up their every spare minute to promote the 
ongoing Jewish identity amongst the younger generation. The Madrichim this year should feel 
proud of their efforts, resulting in a consistent attendance larger than in recent years. 

We are appreciative of the 'open house' policy at Galit and Hagi's home, for our kids. We have 
observed an easy-going relationship between the Madrichim and Shlichim, yet another extension 
of the wider Habo family. There is definitely a mutual admiration thing happening there. 

The Quiz Night this year was a fabulous evening. Unfortunately the date clashed with a few 
other community functions, resulting in a smaller number, however the atmosphere at a Habo 
Quiz Night is one that everyone should experience. Our own resident quizmasters, namely Ken 
and Blanche Holzman, again presented the participants with a wide range of questions, covering 
many topics and including questions suitable for our younger participants. We thank them again 
and also Jared, who seems to have joined the team. Well-done Holzmans! 

Meetings for the P & F continue to be informal, undemanding and generally a lot of fun - not the 
typical meeting one attends. We do our job, which is to be there if and when the kids need us, 
help out financially from time to time and to be a sounding board if necessary. We are our own 
little family within the larger Habo family; for many it is a way to relive our own Habo 
experiences, but mostly it gives us a huge insight about how our kids spend their time. It is such 
a bonus to be able to be involved with and witness the Madrichim in action, at a time when many 
kids of this age are fighting to separate from parental involvement. 

Sadly we will soon have to say farewell to the Dans and George, but will await next year's extra 
Madrichim with excitement after this years' experience of our Melbourne boys. Finally, on behalf 
of the Parents and friends I wish this years' Madrichim kol ha'kavod, we are proud of you! 

1 realized how dedicated and hard-working the 

Habo kids are. During those nearly three years. 

From the first Hanhala meeting, through endless 

Mazkirut meetings in our house, Sunday Peulot, 

winter and summer camps. Federal camps, 

sleepovers, Purim carnivals. School activities and 

much more, we were constantly amazed by the 

beautiful Habo spirit, the great dedication to 

Zionism and Judaism and the unconditional love 

to that far away, small place called Israel. 

\ 
If 

2 ' ' /Tlv 

Ik 
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It's true we sometimes went through difficult 

times when we struggled to get the chanichim 

flowing, and the madrichim glowing, but seeing 

more than a hundred kids singing camp songs 

and having the greatest time of their lives on the 

last winter camp is worth it all. 

Since we are getting closer to the end of our third 

and last year of being Habo shlichim, perhaps we 

can allow ourselves to become a bit sentimental. 

The last 2 and a half years of working with the 

Bogrim, watching the great work they do with 

the Chanichim, and participating in wonderful 

camps have been for us an amazing experience, 

an experience we will take with us back to Israel 

and keep forever. 

We had the pleasure to work with many bogrim, 

madrichim and chanichim during this time, all of 

them contributing an enormous amount of 

energy, knowledge and love to the ongoing flame 

of the Habo spirit, and we are glad we could also 

contribute some of our knowledge and love to 

this flame. We would like to thank you all, guys, 

for making us a part of the Habo experience and 

you are all welcomed to visit us back in Israel. 

Our first encounter with the Habo Perth 

phenomenon was in Israel, before we got on the 

plane to the other side of the world, when a 

young enthusiastic boy called Mike Sander came 

to our house to give us a taste of what we are 

about to face. It was a good taste and we knew we 

are coming to work with a group of very 

dedicated and hard-working guys. But it wasn't 

until we arrived and met the Bogrim that we 

9*-

Habo Shlichim i* 
President 
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A C T I V I T I E S  ROSH (MJKJLliPMI 
Rock Climbing excited yet quite nervous. You see, not only as 

Jew but also within Habo have I seen myself as 
standing on the shoulders of those who came 
before me. I believe it is a privilege to be an 
active part and contributor to something 
which I believe to be so noble. I believe that 
this endows me and my co-madrichim with a 
great responsibility. As Perth RC 2002 I think 
that Habo should and does hold its head high. 
We are set to send the largest Perth Shnat 
group for four years, our madatzim have been 
amazing, our year 10's will soon graduate a 
phenomenal hadracha course, fed camp 
numbers are at an all time high and each week 
we continue to provide the highest quality 
of educational and enjoyable programs. 

At a time when Israel is said to be fighting its 
most difficult battle, a struggle for the soul of 
Israel and to maintain the self-pride of the 
Jewish people - a battle where educators are at 
the forefront - Habo Perth has perpetuated a 
standard which justifies our status as the 
largest Jewish educational youth movement 
(or organisation) in Australia and the world 
over. We are passionate, we are ideological and 
we care! 

George first mentioned the idea of spending a 
year in Perth to me in the middle of the year 
2000. Sitting on Mevo Hama (an old Habo 
Kibbutz), overlooking the Kinneret and the 
entire northern region of Israel he said, 
'wouldn't it be awesome to take a year out of 
our lives to spend hours on the beach, run 
Habo ourselves, live independently out of 
home, etc.' We fantasised about what an 
opportunity and experience it would be, then 
got back to reality and laughed it off. Months 
later, as our Shnat year moved off from our 
final mizdar and each person began to go their 
own separate way, Paul pulled the two of us 
aside and with his characteristic look of 
determination said that if we are serious about 
this Perth idea then we could make it happen. 

Well, to cut a long, boring saga short, in Feb 
2002 Dan and I rocked up (with George to 
follow in June). We were bustling with energy 
and seemed to have infinite goals and ideas. 
Our overall aim however was simple - to 
harness the potential that we had always seen 
in the Perth snif. 

Well, since all I'm sure everyone would have been driving their parent up the walls ALL holidays, 
we decided that the best way to begin the year was with a good healthy session of climbing up 
wall!!! So for 2 and a bit hours, what seemed like hundreds of kids donned the harnesses and 
clambered up the walls of the local rock climbing centre. By the looks on everyone's faces when 
they reached the top, and then again when they were told they couldn't stay up there forever, 
I'm certain that everyone had a ball. All the maddies sure went home nursing some sore muscles 
that hadn't been used in a while!!! -

Junior ileepover Report (by Kaz) 
On a Saturday night in May, over 50 junior chanachim arrived at 
the Habo rooms to spend the night. I wont call it a sleepover as 
sleep wasn't involved in the weekend. Movies, spotlight, a camp 
fire with guitar and singing were a few of the exciting things 
we did. The chanchim and madrachim all went home with huge 
smiles and excited for the next meeting to show of their 
Habo ruach! 

" V 

Winter Camp 2002 (by Paul Kegen - Ro;h Macfiane) 
Pii 

I town in the Kalamunda hills during July, Habonim was having 
one of its largest winter camps ever. Machane Etgar!!!! Over both 
llie junior and senior camps there was a total of 97 chanichim. 

Haj Having the Wattle Grove campsite so close to Perth was a definite 
• .ul vantage as all everything organised was run smoothly and 

• iriently. We had our own oval, gyroball and trampolines and 
••I heaps of areas just to relax. It truly was amzing. A special thanks 
•H must go out to Dione and Kylie, who made the trip up from 
•H Melbourne to be with us. It was amazing having you up on camp 

and everything just simply wouldn't be the same without you guys. 

Senior camp was first up this year, and the numbers were the biggest in years, and it showed in 
the extrodinary ruach that they all created. There was so much sipirt and passion in this particular 
group of kids, and they were mentally tested through the terrifically organised programs, which 
were planned by our inspirational madrichim. (Even if it was in the dark), there were many 
memorable activities such as the hike up and over the Kalamunda hills, the manoeuvre and 
the spirit filled Shabbat, with songs, dancing, singing and scrumptious food, not too mention 
a blackout which left us and all the surrounding areas without power for half a day. It was so 
much fun! 

Pt 

Now, as the year's end draws near, I openly 
say that this year has been one of (if not the) 
most satisfying years of my life. In the Lecha 
Dodi prayer we read a statement which to me 
summarises what we do in Habo and is 
certainly an apt summary of this year. The 
phrase ' sof ma'ase bemachshava tehila' (the 
final deed originates from the initial thought) 
emphasises that if one believes in something, 
then they should genuinely persue it and that 
the great pay-offs which we receive in life are 
resultant of hard work and planning. 

When I started this year as Rosh Chinuch I was 

i 
I believe that all the madrichim deserve a 
special thanks for the hundreds of hours of 
unseen work which they do and I also thank 
our chanichim for keeping us madrichim 
inspired. This has been a truly unforgettable 
year for which I thank all the readers of this 
article. 

Aleh VeHagshem 
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A C T I V I T I E S  A C T I V I T I E S  cm.. .  cont...  
1 • 111 1 Juniors came up soon later and 

seeing 60 chanichim put massive 
smiles on all of the madrichims 
faces. With all 97 chanichim on 
camp having lunch together 
shoed everyone how big the 
movement was. The Mizdah 
with everybody truly was 
incredible and then we all said 
goodbye to the seniors. All the 
junior chanichim were full of energy and carried on the train ( of love ) of ruach from senior 
camp. The junior hike was equally as successful as the senior one, except this time it began 
pouring down half way through. Wet, cold and hungry everyone made it back to the campsite 
for a yummy lunch. 

Without a doubt, Perth winter camp was a huge success. The staff at Wattle Grove, (Cleetus and 
family) were always with everything we needed to make the camp run smoothly. The dedication 
of the madrichim and kitchen staff (Elliot, Dana, Noffler and Keren) who produced some of the 
most amazing foods we had ever tasted. Also thanks Galit for making trips to and from Perth for 
helping us with all our needs. 

Don't forget, what do we say to people who kick the soccer ball at the lights? YOU'RE BADW. 

Carmel School and Habonim Dror remains this strong in the many years to come. 

Overall this was probably one of my favourite Yom Ha'atzmauts I have celebrated with 
Habo Perth and I'm sure many of you would agree with me. 

Until next year, Tanya. 

i 

A 
ifinatkminar-July loci 
The six Perth Gal chickibabes arrived into the whirlwind of Shnat Seminar in the midst of some 
suprisingly sunny Melbourne Winter weather (gasp - yes it does exist). The Gal Federal group 
spent the 3 days discussing Shnat, group dynamics, kuppah, their role within the group and just 
generally started getting ready to go on Shnat '03! The Galsters bonded with ants, decided 
that you can't do that on Shnat, showed their true colours and shared a kuppah purchased meal 
of spaghetti. 

I can't say much more except that this was one of the best seminars I have been on! Gal is such 
a special group and they are going to have an incredible Shnat. I won't give you any more 
details of what goes on at Shnat seminar, you will all just have to find out for yourself in the years 
to come! 

Love you guys, Tanya 

IIBBlBll 

RofhTarbut Report 
When the average Rosh Tarbut sits down and writes a report, the world continues to rotate 
around the sun but after this year, when the Rosh Tarbut begins to write, the world stops and 
listens. Why? Is it because he himself is an exceptional person who has single-handedly reshaped 
how we all look at the role? Sadly, I wish it was, but I cannot take the credit. This year would not 
have been anywhere near as successful were it not for a stupendous group of people working 
around me. I point to the Va'ad Tarbut, this year's group of Madrichim and the Habonim Dror 
P&F. Without these people, the large and often arduous tasks, which we undertook, would 
not have had the numbers, success and all round FUN that the Tarbut functions have enjoyed 
this year. 

Tom Ha'atzmaut 
Yom Ha'atzmaut was very special for Habo Perth this year. It was so much fun to have so many 
Madrichim and Senior Channichim celebrating the Yom Ha'atzmaut concert together. Habo and 
B'nei showed off their flag-marching prowess much to the amazement of the crowd! We were 
upstaged however by the amazing troup from the Israeli Army!! 

From the moment they arrived in Perth these incredible new friends entertained us all! Not only 
are they sensational singers and dancers, they have some serious ruach! The Habo gang 
danced the night away to the medleys performed for the whole community to celebrate 
Israel's Independence. 

The concert wasn't the only celebration of Yom Ha'atzmaut that Habo was involved in. Habo had 
the pleasure of running the most incredible programs for both the Junior and Senior Carmel 
School students. Lead by the guru Dan Sztrajt we ran powerful and moving programs for all the 
students on Israel, Independence, Yom Ha'atzmaut, Yom Hazikaron and instilled a greater 
understanding of Israel's History. A special mention has to go to the Walk-Through Virtual Tour 
'Israel Museum'. The work of months of collaboration on Dan's behalf to coUect all the historical 
and current Israel paraphernalia resulted in a very powerful glimpse into Israel's formation, 
history and society up until the present. I just hope that the excellent relationship between 

Purim Carnival [ 
i 

-sari 

What a way to kick off the year! This year we found Purim falling 
4 right smack bang in the beginning of the year. Add to this yours 

truly being struck down with illness a week before the event and 

m 
I S  

5 

straight away you've got an equation for disaster. But add to this 1 mSm • ' equation the Habonim Dror P&F, K.A.W.A. (with Sue Willner at 
1 

the helm), an amazing hanallah of leaders and helpers galore and 
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A C T I V I T I E S  A C T I V I T I E S  r « n 4- Best Wishes to all for a Healthy & Prosperous New Year, 
I v II I . . . Gillian & Leon Schneider. 

Lag Ba'Omer I the Purim Carnival 2002 was the most successful ever. This year, 

•HB Habonim Dror Perth took a gamble. We decided to make the 

I'lirim Carnival more kosher than it had ever been - certified 

J>J1M kosher with a big fat K.A.W.A. stamp to prove it. This really was 

the turning point in proceedings. However, such an enormous 

task is not easy once over job. It was only with the help of Sue 

Willner working closely with the Habo P & F and some barbeques 

' (kindly donated by Bnei Akiva) that we proverbially "got cooking 

with gas". Whilst the food was obviously a large draw card, so were the attractions and stalls. We 

had jumping castles, fairy floss (kosher of course!), games galore, more prizes than you can point 

a stick at, an amazing musical ensemble and the chocolates! Oh the Belgian chocolates! Such 

yummy chocolates! The list of people to thank is too large and numerous but a special mention 

does go to certain bogrim (and you know who you are) who really stepped up to the plate when 

I was unable to due to illness. It was this amazing group of people who really did make sure that 

the carnival this year was as big and successful as it was! Thank you all!!! 

IP— 

This year, we decided to run a b'yachad program with the leaders 
of Bnei Akiva. There were many different activities during our 
night program including Fire Twirling 101, Pita and zata making 
and Divrei Torah about Lag Ba'Omer which culminated in a 
GIGANTIC bonfire! Yay! The fire so huge this year that CNN.com 
reported that it could be seen from space - not a bad effort I assure 

* I you! The program was large as well, pulling over 100 chanichim 
from both movements which was very encouraging to see. 

1 "111 

mm liiig » 

Pizza In A Hut 
A new event this year was added to the Tarbut calendar. The Pizza in a Hut program consisted of 
intellectual chugim, games and of course pizza in a hut - also known as a Succah. This was our 
Succot function which was also run with our good friends at Bnei Akiva. Over 100 channies 
attended this lavish affair with enough pizza to feed a small European nation! Special thanks 
must go to Mrs. Heather Niss from Carmel School and Mrs. Sue Willner for their expert 
knowledge about the humble pizza pie and how to make it mmmm belissimo! 

teach 3rd teder Hadracha kminar 
This year we decided to try something different. Last year, we 

(Habo) invited the senior Chanichim and the Madrichim of Bnei 

Akiva to join us for our 3rd seder. This year we decided to go one 

step further. We also invited the executive members of AUJS to 

join us in really uniting the youth leaders of Perth. This year's 

seder focused on the idea of peace in the Middle East. Whilst I'll 

be the first to admit that yes, this has become quite a coined 

phrase, the message was simple, "Stop the fighting and start the living (in harmony)". The 

hagadda this year was quite a large task with many people stepping in to help, hours before the 

event. Special thanks goes to the Va'ad Tarbut who were there all day preparing parts of the 

hagadda and preparing the workshops which were to be run later in the program. However, we 

have left the most special people for last. Shirley Atlas, Marion Burnie and Jan Braude spent 

countless hours on the day preparing all of the Kosher L'Pesach food which was to be consumed 

on the day. Shirley whipped up about 10 potato and pumpkin kugels whilst Marion and Jan went 

to work on the ecsquisite vegetable and fruit platters. Without these aforementioned miracle 

workers, there would have been some pretty hungry and no doubt grumpy campers! 

This year the year ll's had the privilege of having a hadracha seminar run for them. From Friday 
through to Sunday, 10 year ll's took part in awesome programs, ate fantastic food, and generally 
just chilled. Staying in cosy cottages, walking distance from the beach. Woodman Point was the 
ideal setting, and even though it was too cold to swim, there was still time for programs and 
soccer on the beach. The programs ranged from Israeli history, to leadership styles, to the politics 
of doogma ishit (all of which sparked hard-core discussions!), and these were all interesting. 

amusing, thought-provoking, and fun. 
1 •liil Unfortunately, there was hardly enough 

jj time, and the seminar came to a close all 
too quickly, but we came away inspired 
and pumpd to lead and for fed. It was 
an ideal opportunity to get to know 
the people in our group, and a huge 
thanks must go out to Leon, George 
and Dan, who organised and ran 
the seminar. 

•— 

S#Sil! 1 

ii 
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A M E I I M  R E P O R T  W M t H I H  R E P O R T  
Along the way we have had some spedal 

helpers. Dione from Melboure, Noff 

came to play and Schwartzy came out of 

retirement to come and help us out 

because you guys were just too huge! So 

a big thank you to all of the extra mads 

who came and helped us out and 

^ became part of the Ame-ame-lim. But 

1 lets not kid ourselves, this year would 

|H| have been nothing without the most sort 

after Chanichim who just continued to 

It's true, it's true. This year everyone wanted 8° nuts anc* ^ave an amazing time! So to all 

to be in Amelim the most rocking shichva in 

the whole of the world! This year this amazing Love, 

group of year 6/7's just continued to break 

more and more records, none more so than the 

37 chanichim that came on Winter Camp -

Machane Etgar! 37 channies? That was almost 

bigger than the entire Senior Camp! 

together and we had meetings of up to 40 

chanichim at a time! All the craziness is 

definitely going to peak at Machane Meuleh 

and we can't wait to see all of you guys there! 

Shorashim (Year 3,4 & 5) started off the year as 

a small bunch of quality hardcore 

habonimniks lead by Kaz and Paul Kegen 

(PK). During the first semester there was 

craziness in the Shorashim ranks with the 

numbers swelling into the 20s! There were 

programs on multiculturalism, Israel, Habo, 

Festivals just to name a few. The semester 

finished off with Winter Camp with Kaz, 

Paul Sander, Kylie and Leon as the Shorashim 

mads and boy did all of you guys have an 

excellent time! 

m We know that you guys will be a force in 

Habo for many years more so see you guys on 

the flipside! rT:  • r 4 • : m 
Love your Madrichim, 

xi ij §§ 

George, Tanya, Adam, JT, 

K H—« 

AME-AME-LIM! I WANT TO BE IN AMELIM! 

you, THANKS A MILLION! Semester Two saw 

Judah, Anna, Leon, Nofler and Kaz spend lots 

of time in Shorashimland! Some of the crazy 

programs we had were the shorashimpics, 

morals, Jewish history, environment issues 

and Israel history. We had so much fun 

<¥-

XOXOX 

HHK 

•Ms 
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( K O T R I M  R E P O R T  O F E K  R E P O R T  The Bernstein Family wish Hobo all the best for the next year. 
Keep growing strong. 

Waahoooo, well that's about all I can say! semester. Now it was time to knuckle down 

into some hard-core topics like the United 

Nations and animal testing/rights. Well, the 

Chotrim story will continue but not as 

Chotrim! Next year you peoples will move up 

into the wonderful world of Senior HABO and 

with that comes your new name... BARAK. As 

we all know Barak 

n Only Ofek could double its numbers and 
quadruple its ruach 
Never could we imagine the potential of this 
shichvah! 
Truman Show is now a movie that you'll 
never see the same 

I 
What a year this has been. Starting off with an 

average of 0 chanahcim per meeting, our 

numbers have grown bigger and bigger since. 

With around about 8 'in and out' regulars, 

Chotrim has had some great meetings. Kicking 

off with some unreal chill-out meetings 

(movies, bowling, 

parties, etc) the group j 
of year 8 chicks has had 8 

a blast. Our meetings -J 

saw us travel around 

Israel with an abusive 

Israeli taxi driver and 

tryout for a part in 

"Chotrim- the movie". 

Winter camp came 

along, finding us our 

first male chanich 

David (and what fun did he have! Wink 

Wink). With a sense of 'deep meditation' 

(often leading to sleep) we explored ourselves 

and society on camp. Our most successful (and 

crazy) program being The Chotrim (and 

Amalim : Game of Life! Anyhow, camp went 

nuts, launching us into a stupendous 2nd Love, 

( v> \ 

. "L .  
Hottogo...that's OFEK! H-O-T-T-O-G-O 
(Awooo, Hot to go!) 

jh> Etgar, winter machane - Quality AND 
Quantitiy. We are Ofek, we are superior to all! 
Habo IS ofek! 
Ofek IS habo! TSGgSPSSm 

H rules de camp site! Ruach - now there's something that we have an 
unlimited supply of 
Ideology. We know it, we love it, we challenge 
it, we live it! 
Zillions of members we already have...but 
that's just not enough now is it?! 
On the horizon we see Hadracha, we see Ofek, 
we see the future of Perth Habonim 
Nothing, and we mean nothing beats OFEK!!! 
There you have it! Ofek is on the Habo 
horizon! We will see you on Fed camp, but just 
in case we don't 
Good afternoon, good evening and 
good night! :) 
Love 

Dear Ofek, 
For anyone who doesn't know, Ofek (which 
means "Horizon" in Hebrew) is the year 9 
group at Habo. It was chosen for you in year 3 
and will be your group name forever. This year 
you have come from being big pishers in a little 
a little pond (the junior movement) to being 
little pishers in a big pond (the senior 
movement). We (Kaz and Paul) have had 
the privilege of being your Madrachim 
(leaders) all year. 
Firstly, we want to thank you, the chanichim. 
"What for," we hear you asking? Because you 
are the reason we look forward to Habo every 
week. You help us sustain our confidence in the 
future of Habonim Dror. We have all worked 
together to educate ourselves, challenged each 
other and had more fun than anyone could 
ever imagine while doing it! From freezing 
cold four-day-long camps to sweaty packs Igsgp 
and laser guns, the ruach has never dimmed. 
A normal report would not of suited this year 
as it has been everything but normal! So why 
not write an acrostic poem? Let's talk aboul 
Ofek on the Horizon. 
Oh Fek! Here comes OFEK!!! 
Fed camp will see an amazing 25 Perth Ofek 
chanichim! Watch out Habo Australia! 
Every Sunday at the rainbow rooms, the Ofek | 
posse gets da respect... Aiii, wicked! 
Kaz and Paul, your Madrichim, have inspired j 
and been reinspired. 

Leaving you with a few 

• messages: 

t 1) Don't scratch it, it 

will only make it worse! 

V>» •• P»n| mm B 

llfl 
2) Yes, Sleeping Seals 

on the trampoline is a 

fun program for 

3 hours! 

3) No, you should not 

ask your mudrachim those sorts of questions, 

that's disgusting! 

! 

! 
Have loads of fun and I will see you in 

Melbourne next year for Fed Camp. 

t 

I 
/&<? /? </e flffasr <¥- 5 

e 
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O R  R E P O R T  V U V A l  R E P O R T  Shirley, Len, Dani & Gabby Atlas are proud to be associated 
with Habonim Dror in Western Australia. This page is sponsored by Madison, Emma, Joanne & Steven Baitz. 

our first major draft into year 11, with George 

coming all the way from Melbourne. We 

thrashed out the issues of the (what was 

then) current conflict in Israel, looked at the 

Israeli government, saw how music can 

represent the changing emotion of the Israeli 

psyche, as well as had heaps of fun! 

Camps and Programs in Carmel School, 
Purim at Habo, and a whole host of other 
areas, which soon will include programs for 
madrichim, camps, weekly meetings and all 
sorts of others. Might I add that every one of 
you did us proud. 

(H On a final note, as we hurtle towards a 
massive (18 at last count) fed camp Perth 
Yuval contingent, we are happy, proud and 
extremely excited to present you guys with 

— the keys to Perth Habo for next year. We 
know you'll use the training you've received 
this year to carry Perth into the next year high 
up, with heaps of chinuch, ruach and 
channies. You should be proud of what you 
have accomplished this year, and what to look 
forward to next. 

I 

— •I i The second semester has seen huge events 

and meetings, including our Hadracha 

Seminar at Woodman's Point. With federal 

camp coming up, OR is only going to get 

bigger and better as they head for 2003. 

i J 

L 
Hi to all parents, mads, and chanichim 

(especially our special OR channies). 
This is the train (reign) of Love (Stav) 
hooo. We kicked off the year with an obscenely 
rude email and accounts on every free-sms 
service on the net. We definitely haven't got 
any better since. This year Yuval Hadracha has 
enjoyed our ridiculous antics to the max. 
These include 3 stupendous seminars with a 
Friday night traditional program that doesn't 
start before 11 and definitely doesn't finish 
before 2am. The 3 most memorable quotes 
from Had Sem have to be 1. Pass the knife 

wooo 

This year has seen our year 11 OR group start 

from humble beginnings, to grow to become We have all had heaps of fun leading you guys 

the juggernaut of the senior movement. The throughout the year. You are a fantastic group 

year started off with Veida, where we got to with a lot of potential, and we are sure that 

have our say as to where we want our you will go a long way together in Habo. 

movement to go. The first terms of meetings 

saw programs on ideology, Jewish 

organisations and youth movements, Habo 

history, as well as our first rendezvouz 

with Tiger, the killer Maltese/King Charles OR Mads 2002 

All our love 

Aleh VeHagshem 
91 

please. 2. So Doogma is not just about sex! and 
3. ARRRGGHHH Ninjas!!! 

PS. Dan and Mike say "Don't drink from the 
toilet bowl, it will only make you sick" 

Aside from this, Yuval met Igor, and heavily 
debated the 43 best things to do with a fish. 
We've covered almost 30 different hadracha i 
topics, and another 20 odd chinuchi topics [ 

Cavalier puppy. 
1 

PR Leading up to camp, we continued with 

some big meetings on the shoah, dugma, and 

Israeli issues. We also farewelled two of our 

stayers during the first half of the year. David HP 

went back to Israel just before camp, and • > 

our beloved Jen moved to Melbourne at the |? 

end of June. 

and WE AINT STOPPIN YET. Walking to 
Camp Farouq, Shabbos at Mike's, Asephot If 
about relationships and madrich actions and 
meaningful arguments about just what does ' • » 
it take to be a leader. HHr 

m 
Oh, how can I forget, apparently our 
"trainee" leaders decided to jump straight in 
to the leading. This year, Yuval kids led: 
Shule services in PHC and Noranda, Day 

— i 
.» Winter Camp was a HUGE success. We got I • 
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1 I I 1 G A l  R E P O R T  Ken, Blanche, Jarred, Steven & Adina 
Holzman, proudly support Habonim 
Dror & all its activities. (ARMEl SCHOOL REPORT 

CT] 
. 1  *  F* 

regarding politics, war, peace and 3000 years of 
Jerusalem history. 
YEAR 3 & 4 DAY CAMPS: As our first official 
leading activity for our Hadrachaniks, these two 
day camps were unbelievable. The entire year 
levels of 3 & 4 were taken on board EL AL flight 
101FUN to an interactive tour of Israel. 
First stop, the Beduin Tent! As the bus pulled in, 
the kids could smell the tea (and the feet of the 
last group), readily jumping off the bus and into 
the tent! Hearing stories of fast snails and 
cheating cheetahs, the fire was warm and the kids 
were relaxed...NOT! 
Next stop. Kibbutz Eynlee Musaq! After a hard 
days work in the field, it is important to have a 
good balanced meal of hundreds and thousands. 
Attention!!! Zahal Army Station! If you ever 
thought doing 10 push-ups is fun then you 
would have loved the Zahal Army Station. 
Caution: Naughty kids get extra push-ups. 
Ha Ha Ha! 
Next stop. Yerushalayim Shel Zahav! Name the 
four comers... fly notes into the wall... climb the 
old dty walls. WOW, there was so much to do in 
Jerusalem. But, no time to hang around, it was 
time to move on. 
Next stop. Aliyah Station! With kids from 
Argentina, Russia, America and how on 
earth could we put this multicultural map 
of Israel together? There is always one 
piece missing! Ohh ye, that piece is Israel, we 
almost forgot! 
ROSH HASHANA: This year both Habonim Dror 
and Bnei Akivah helped WIZO create hundreds 
of Rosh Hashana cards for people in Israel. With 
so many cards going to so many Israeli students 
the activity was fantastic. Thanks to Bnei, WIZO 
and of course all of you who made a card! 
SUCCOT: PIZZA IN A HUT! What an idea! Not 
only were we in a hut (succah) but we also got to 
have PIZZA. With only a few complaints with the 
lack of oil on the Pizzas (Not!) the night was a 
huge success with programs, discussions, games 
and just general sitting and chilling! 
RABIN COMMEMORATION: The Rabin 
Programs run for the secondary school were 
fantastic (a big thanks to Ajzner for organizing 
and running them all). Each student was able to 
explore who Rabin was and what it he meant 
to the Jewish People. A big thumbs up to all 
that helped. 

awesome programs in the first six months of 
the year that culminated with the mid-year 
Shnat Seminar in Bell Park, Victoria. The three 
days of madness got the Federal Gal group 
pumped and ready to get on the plane to the 
land of milk and honey! 

And as the good book says... "He who shows the 
maturity of a 3 year-old will always fit in at 
HABO"(Devarim 3:7) 
Well, that had nothing to do with this report, but 
who cares! The only words to describe HABO in 
Carmel School this year is... What the Clup! Yes 
ladies and gentlemen, this years involvement was 
huge! Lets take a long walk down memory 
Creswell lane. m 4 

t-So. The second six months have been all about 
Shnat! We're going to Israel! From crazy design 
your own Israel tour programs, to learning 
about the political parties, to maximising your 
packing potential and to a beautiful night on 
the beach these last six months have been 

YEAR 9 OUT DOOR ED CAMP: We came, we got 
lost, we conquered! It was a dark and dreary 
night, and as the group of 63 year 9 school kids 
made their way through the bush something 

I 
horrible happened... 

I Little did these kids know that a group of 10 crazy 
and pumped-up killers (a.k.a Habo leaders) 
would be right around the comet And then it 
happened! We ran the most unbelievable (mess-
free) night maneuver anyone has ever seen this 
side of the equator! With only 4 injuries, 63 kids 
were running, jumping and generally killing each 
other to win that nights prize of Hot Chocolate 
(which you all got anyway). Some intense 
discussions followed (some of you reduced to 
tears) ending with an all-in-all fantastic first night 
of camp for you guys and great start for Habo's 
involvement in Carmel School! 

really special for Gal. • | 
Nicci, Emma, lara, Asher, Dean, Sivun, Ricd, 
Odelyah, Joel, Alex, Daniel, Ora and Tali we 
wish you all the best next year and to those of 
you that are going on Shnat '03 we know you 
will have the time of your life! 

Stay your beautiful selves and we'll see you 
guys when you get home! 

Lots of Love, 

• • 
• • 

I 
This has been a crazy and dynamic year for 
Gal. After one of the most incredible federal 
camps in Melbourne, the group has grown 
and we have had the privilege to get to know 
so many of you this year! We had some 

1 I s YOM HATZMAUT / YOM HAZIKARON: 
Running programs for every class from year 4 to 
year 11 was nothing for our star team of 
Madrachim. Instilling a sense of Israel 
connection, not a problem, we do it every week. 
Creating an interactive, walk through Israel 
history center, well that was just something else!!! 
Working day in - day out to put on the greatest 
Yom Hatzmaut program for all Carmel School 
paid off big-time! As for the huge Yom Hatzmaut 
/ Yom Hazikaron assemblies (Primary & High 
School) the inclusion of Beni Akiva was a huge 

(Thanks guys, you were great!). As a 
Melbourne boy, coming to Perth for the year, I 
must admit that this Yom Hatzmaut was the best 
I have ever had (second only to Shnat 2000), 
better than any I have seen in any eastern states 
Jewish schools. Kol Hakavod to all those that 
helped and a huge thanks to Galit and Haggi our 
esteemed Israel tour-guide experts! 

tZaszp# <¥-

§ success 

4 
/" A / 

• 
YOM YERUSHALAYIM: With battle maps on call. 
markers in hand, the battle for Jerusalem began 
for years 11 and 12. As Habo madrichim, along 
with some AUJS help mediated the drawing of 
the green/purple line, ig decisions were made 
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T H E  H A D R K H I M  mm 
Ever  wondered  what  your  

( ladr ich im ge t  up  to  a t  Hanbal la?  
tiAe to y< l'€ 

"C is for Cookie!" 

cosndwuiecl bufefecwt... 
\««C 

t. Rachel Barrett 

Yvette & Stephen Selwyn & Family 

Edelman Family 

Dave & Becci Nidorf 

Bob, Jan, David & Caroline Frank 

Gotta shave before school 

•IB ilia 
T7 r 

... 

\ Shirley, Len, Danielle 
Dancing - Habo Style! 

& Gabby Atlas 
Wja, ^ After a long meeting! 
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WW Advertising Flyers 
Brochures 
Business Cards 
Invitations 
Business Stationery 
Rubber Stamps 
Black & White Copying 

Colour Copying 

Digital Printing 
Design & Layout 
Computer Graphics 

Binding 
Free Pick Up/Delivery 
Free Colour Days 
No Disk Access Fee 
Volume Discounts 

i r. 
PRINTING FOR THE JOB YOU NEEDED YESTERDAY 

1 h NUTEMM | 

l pmm, i| 

Contact... 
DAVID & NICKY KEGEN Minuteman Press Perth .29 Ruth Landau Harp .31 

Ph: (08) 9226 0990 
I Ardross Estates .29 Bayley Street Pharmacy .31 518-520 Hurray Street Perth WA 6000 

Fax: (OS) 9226 0991 
print@mmpress.com.aii winK.mmpress.coni.au 

Jewish National Fund 29 Celebrations Party Hire 32 

The Magen David Adom .30 Carmel School .32 
The JNF is 

proud to support 
HABONIM DROR 

Ardross Estates 
Pty Ltd 

Noranda Feelgood Pharmacy ... .30 Stuart Silbert .33 

1 Specialising in Real Estate 
Development 

JNF 1901:2001 
Celebrating 
100 years as the 
environmental 
arm of the 
Jewish People 

JEWISH NATIONAL FUND 
61 Woodrow Ave, Yokine 6060 

Tel/Fax 9275 2761 
jnfwa@jnfaustralia.com.au 

The State Zionish Council 33 Morley Rollerdrome 30 
Harry Hoffman OAM 

& Sylvia Hoffman 
F/T/rj 
Vfow1? no'p pp 
JSWJSH NATJOMAl FUKG WIZO Western Australia Nat. Council of Jewish Women .. .30 .33 

Directors 

TELEPHONE: 9481 7070 .33 .31 Tony Txlenni & Associates Photo Hendriks 
A member of 

The Ardross Group of Companies 

Level 17, QV1 Building, 
250 St George's Tee, Perth I 

I 
i 
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Norandi 'Go^f^^C/ Wilfred Hendriks 

O 
In Western Australia 

a Photographer 
Member A.I.P.P. 

The 

Feel d MAGEN 
DAVID 
ADOM 

111 MD 
•UN 

pfiarmacy 
oo 

92"uth jQandau ârp 
C H I L D C A R E  C E N T R E  

Ŝ ômwutmevit fo Team Photos 

Large Group Photos 

Studio Portraits 

Home & Outdoor Portraits 

Inside Norancla Palms 
Shopping Centre 

Come and join our "Gan Katan", the only 
Jewish Childcare Centre in Perth. 

We are a fully accredited Daycare centre 
for babies and children up to the age of 6, in a 

truly Jewish Kosher environment. 

Casual, part-time and full-time places 
available plus vacation programs. 

We also offer a pick-up service. 

Marc Segfler BPh 

Robert Andrews B Ph 

M.P.S 

M.P.S 
MAGEN DAVID ADOM 

WISHES 
HABONIM DROR 
SUCCESS IN ITS 
ENDEAVOURS 

arm, 

Commercial Photography 
• arm, 

871 Albany Hwy Wedding Photography 
East Vic Park 
WA 6101 

Professional advice on choosing 
medications and pharmacy products. 

Friendly assistance with health care. 

Large range of vitamins, herbs, 
homoeopathies and natural products. 

Large range of cosmetics. 

School Photos 

Balls & Functions 

Passport Photos 

Films, Batteries, Frames 

Fax: 9470 1076 Copying & Restoration 

Agent for 
ABN 56 818 877 207 Halse Photo Service 

I Tel: 9361 3206 
28 Freedman Road, Menora 

Ph: 9271 4757 Fax: 9271 9455 
Tor enquiries & enrolments phone cBardine 

1 
1 
I 9276 6460 

/" A MORLEY 
ROLLERDROME Ndui Qffia6<)<rwm fwowideb a, <jf&eci£ ivrntice to- lAe 

BAYLEY STREET PHARMACY 
Blade & Skate V 

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF 
JEWISH WOMEN 

(WA SECTION) (INC) 
A progressive organisation for women, we offer progr 
for Status of Women, Education and Community Service, and 
monitor antisemitism and racism in WA. We fundraise to 
support local Jewish and non-Jewish causes as well as several 
in Israel. 
Our five groups cater socially and educationally for all ages. 
Our three affiliates. Playgroup and Seniors, are highly 
successful and well-patronised. 
We are affiliated to the International Council of Jewish 
Women, which works for the welfare of women 
internationally, championing such cause as the Gett for all 
who should have it 
Our quarterly Council Bulletin keeps you up to date with 
issues of interest and importance, as well as contact with the 
other sections around Australia. 

amines D I A N E L L A 

fcnyuuleA a M 

Id- QI/OU Morley Rollerdrome wishes 
Habonim Dror all the best 

for the year. 

95 Catherine Street 
Morley 6062 

Tel: 9276 9870 Fax: 9276 9870 

(Providers of Ahava) 

9275 2353 President: Jillian Green 
Ph: 9276 8040 Fax: 9271 3817 Email: Ticjwioa@iinet.net.au 

Proudly Serving the Community Since 1929 J V 
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STUART SILBERT Ar 

TALBOT & OLIVER The State Zionist 
Council of WA 

Incorporating Silbert & Silbert 

% Barristers, Solicitors & Notaries fJFJSI SJPA* 

10th Floor 

55 St George's Terrace 

Perth WA 6000 

WIARl proudly supports 
the vital communal 

work of 

HERS STAN ROBINS5N Ampol 
SB Garage 

>* 
CAPITAL ROAD g 

g a n 
§ 5 40 BonnerJDrive, Malaga, WA 6090 

Tel: 9249 2400 Fax: 9249 6553 
Mobile: 040|^)68 730 * 
Website: www.celebrationhire.com.au 

O 

a il  all  Telephone: (08) 9325 8977 

Facsimile: (08) 9221 1886 

< DRIVE 

Habonim Dror Malaga Markets 

BEACH ROAD 

~\ /"• 

Carmel School > IZO 

TONY TILENNI 
& ASSOCIATES 

Since 1920 

proudly supports 

HABONIM DROR WEALTH CREATION 
& PROTECTION 

Women's International Zionist Organization 
for an improved Israeli Society 

GST & ABN's 
Tax Return & Advice 

Business & Personal Tax 
Superannuation 

Business Development 
Financial Planning 

WIZO G Korsunski - Carmel School & Seelingson Kindergarten Inc. 

Cresswell Road, Dianella, Western Australia, 6059 Western Australia 

wovA tm AwmMmy* tm/A 
Telephone (08) 9276 1644 Fax: (08) 9276 3933 

Incorporating: J&N Krasnostein Senior High School & 1st Floor, 2 Hawthorne Place 
Burswood 

JN Shohet Junior High School 9355 3611 J V 
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'4|j» 1 a 
YEARS 4-8 

v 
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•v 
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22 - 26 DECEMBER 2002 
'I 

Contact Tanya on • • • • • 9227 0249 
or m 0422 664 834 

BUm 
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H A B O  C L O H A R T  
A  O l o u a r y  o f  H a  

A  G u i d e  f o r  t h e  P  
b o  T  
' e r p  

e r m i  
e x e d  

Chultia 'Habo Shirt' (although in day to day Hebrew it just means 'shirt'. 

MOddOIl Our 'Club Room' where we have all our secret meetings about Habo stuff. 
1 

Rmli 'Head', or in Yiddish 'the big macha'. 

Msdri ch/Madrich a/Madrich ini 'Leader* (that's us!). 

(haniCh/Chanidia/ChaniChim What we refer to as 'kids' (that's you!), 

ft eVet 'Team', or 'the only way to get things done'. 

^tlikvah 'Level', usually results in some good ol' friendly rivalry. 

KVUtta 'Group', also used to describe a certain kind of mentality withing Habo, and 
the most important thing in a 'Shikvah'. 

Glzbar 'Treasurer' (which Tanya Stul so proudly assumes the position of). 

HaZkira Synonymous with the name 'Pauly', literally means 'Secretary' but involves 
so much more. 

Chilli]Ch 'Education' (Daniel Ajzner is our 'Rosh' of this). 

Mazkimt 'Executive Council' (or Pauly + Ajzner + Dan = 'Mazkirut'). 

Tarbllt 'Culture' (of which Shmoo is the 'Rosh'). 

Nachaneh 'Camp' (otherwise referred to as 'the best time of the year'). 

Peula 'Activity' (for a better definition come to Habo on Sundays). 

TOClinit 'Program' (as above). 

Savlanut 'Patience' (it's a skill you learn at Habo). 

c! 

I 

I 
I 

1 

Kef 'FUN' (and there's lots to be had with us at Habo!) 
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